
Chapter 109 

Mr. Fu: You gave me so many beautiful clothes. I have never worn such 

beautiful clothes in my life. You also gave me such an expensive computer. I 

don’t know how to thank you in my heart. 

Let me give you a gift, I am a pauper again. 

Even if I have money, I don’t know your preferences. Maybe your suit costs 

tens of thousands, which is worth my salary for a year. So I will give you 

something worthless but a little flattering. 

I took a look at the color and style of this filter. They are all suitable for a 

mature and powerful man like you. 

I don’t know if you like it or not. 

If you don’t like it, you have to remember to tell me ha. I’ll give you another 

one when the time comes. 

The cigarette holder is worthless. 

But you love to smoke, and when you smoke, you like the smoke to be stuffy 

in your mouth first, and then a little bit from your nose. In that case, the tar in 

the smoke will invade your lungs more easily. 

Therefore, this cigarette holder is a protection for your body. 

Although you are tough, you must protect your body. 

Donor: Suzi. 

Below the inscription, there is a smiling sun face painted by Suzi, whose teeth 

are deliberately painted like big buck teeth, which look naughty, cute and 

humorous. 



Arron smiled. 

He didn’t even notice it. 

After laughing, he returned to his usual calm and composure. Holding this 

cigarette holder and postcard in his hand, Arron unknowingly walked to the 

guest bedroom where Suzi had lived. 

The guest bedroom was very clean, and in the open closet, all the beautiful 

clothes he gave her the other day were all there, and none of them were taken 

away. And that pink laptop. 

Just put it on the head of her bed and didn’t take it away. 

Arron turned on the computer, and there was only one picture on the 

computer’s desktop that was the one she handwritten and the hand-painted 

smiling face of the sun, which was then taken and uploaded to the computer. 

The picture on the computer was much larger than the postcard he was 

holding. The smiley face of the sun with teeth and claws was unscrupulous, 

very carefree and unscrupulous. 

That smiling face looked very naughty. 

Arron thought of how Suzi’s temperament was particularly relaxed these past 

two days. 

The video doorbell at the door rang. Arron picked it up and looked at the 

video screen. It was the security guard downstairs: “Mr. Fu, let me report 

something to you.” 

Arron asked coldly: “What’s the matter?” 

“Just now, just after you took the courier and left, a little girl came to the door 

room. She insisted to tell me that she had a courier in the wrong address and 



sent it here. I asked him to receive it. Who is the cargo person? She said it was 

you, Mr. Fu. 

I said that the courier had been taken away by Mr. Fu. 

The little girl was surprised for a while. “ 

“Where is she!” Arron asked. 

After asking this sentence, he pushed the door down without waiting for the 

answer from the people downstairs. The security guard was still waiting for 

Arron’s instructions, and he saw Arron coming down. 

“What about people.” Arron asked. 

“Then…that little girl? She was taken aback and left.” 

Without looking at the security guard, Arron turned to the garage and drove 

out of the community to the main road. Arron did not see Suzi again. 

Chapter 110 

110: 

At this time, Suzi has already gone far. 

She laughed at herself very much. 

I knew she would not order the cigarette holder for her. The cigarette holder 

was bought by her, she was very poor, but she bought the cigarette holder for 

more than 300. 

However, the cigarette holder has not been sent, she has been driven out by 

him, thinking that she is really ridiculous. It is estimated that this cigarette 

holder should be in Arron’s hands now. He is looking at the cigarette holder 



contemptuously, and then throws the cigarette holder out of the balcony with 

a sneer. 

At the thought of this, Suzi’s face burned fiercely. 

In fact, she was just grateful to him, grateful that he gave her beautiful clothes, 

and grateful that he bought the computer for him. 

However, she now feels that she is very affectionate. 

He returned to the Express Hotel so full of thoughts and lay down in his 

clothes. Can’t sleep all the time. 

It was partly because of the cigarette holder, and partly because of Aunt 

Shanna’s condition. 

Just like this, Suzi gradually fell asleep when it was almost dawn. 

When I woke up, time was already a bit tight. Fortunately, the hotel Suzi 

rented was very close to Aunt Xia’s hospital. After she got up, she hurried to 

Aunt Xia’s ward. Only then did she learn that Aunt Xia was in intensive care all 

night. Room. 

The doctor is trying to rescue him, and the family members cannot go in to 

see him yet. 

Suzi had to return to work. 

After arriving at the company, her colleagues laughed at her in twos and 

threes. 

“Suzi, what did you do last night? The eye circles are so dark, like panda eyes? 

Could it be that you were asked to work as a porter on the construction site 

yesterday. Get out soon.” 



“I guess, she should be making extra money. I heard that she is very poor and 

poor. She is even poorer than the workers on the construction site. I heard 

that she eats on the construction site. One person can eat more than two 

men.” There is more activity, and more energy is used, so I eat more.” 

Listening to these unbearable exclusionary words, Suzi said nothing. 

She can bear it. 

In prison, her experience was much more difficult than this. Hasn’t it been two 

years? The people in these offices are idle and fine, and asked her to help 

draw the picture a few days ago. Her painting is very good, so they took a 

high look at her. 

And from yesterday to today, the computer at her home is gone, and the work 

they gave her is still unfinished. They are naturally angry, which is normal. 

Suzi just pretended not to hear. 

As long as her work is still there. 

“Designer Zhao, do you have any job for me to help?” Suzi asked. 

“Don’t be it!” Designer Zhao ridiculed. 

Suzi asked another designer cheeky, and the other designer did not step on 

her. 

Later, when a few designs were put together, one person came up early and 

said: “Suzi, you were tired on the construction site yesterday, so you won’t be 

allowed to go to the construction site today. You go and clean some of our 

storage rooms. Come on.” 

The storage room is full of samples, such as Xiao Yang who painted the walls, 

silica gel clay, and imitation porcelain. Suzi had nothing to clean at the 



beginning, but only when he arrived at the storage material did he realize that 

this storage material was long gone and it was horribly dirty everywhere. 

Suzi cleaned all four hours in the morning, and then came out of the storage, 

she looked like a nigger, and several female colleagues looked at her and 

laughed. 

Suzi didn’t have time to see how embarrassed he was. He only glanced at the 

phone, and it was already past noon. 

Suzi walked out, she was going to the hospital to see Aunt Shanna. When she 

came to the hospital, she was about to enter the gate. Suzi ran into a man full 

of arms. 

“It’s you?” 

 


